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 After asking for examples of arguments, a student in my public speaking course provides 

this statement, “All killing of humans is wrong. All abortion kills humans. Therefore, all abortion 

is wrong.” As soon as I finish writing that sequence on the board for my 8 a.m. class, eyes spread 

a little wider, backs get a little straighter, and suddenly no one is distracted. “Do you think this is 
a logical statement?” I ask. Dead silence ensues for a long minute, as I expected. I wait. College 

athletes make up a large majority of the class, and since it is early morning summer course I 

notice that typically no one wants to participate in discussion. Most of them have already 

worked-out this morning, endured grueling training regimens all month, and are generally far 

more overwhelmed with their schedules than I am. That plus the occasional in-class nap tells me 

I need to engage differently. The classic instance, “All men are mortal. Socrates is a man. 

Therefore, Socrates is mortal,” is not doing the trick. Today is the beginning of our discussion of 

logic, argument, and fallacies, and about 15 minutes in to class the only thing they have said is, 

“What’s a phallus?” All of my past public speaking classes thought logic was interesting. Most 

in the past have participated. I delivered this lesson in a similar way today as I did before. Why 

isn’t this working? 

 Much of what it means to teach requires the willingness to continue asking and answering 

that question, “Why isn’t this working?” every time we teach. Teaching means not simply the 

ability to relay material but the recognition of what constitutes learning in a given situation. 

Discovering what works, or what cultivates learning, requires self-criticism and adaptation. 

Sometimes that means planning out the lesson plans in more detail, searching for apt 

illustrations, or hunting down videos. Sometimes good teaching entails incorporating more 

interaction with students, such as workshopping, feedback, or one-on-one time during office 

hours. Other times an impromptu tangent is exactly what students need. A student interrupts me 

and asks, “What’s a trope?” in a rhetorical theory course. I stop, quickly ask the rest of the class 

if they need a brief explanation of tropes and figures, even though I know previous assigned 

readings discussed it. They all nod quickly, earnestly, and although I have no prepared material 

on the subject, I take 10 minutes to discuss non-literal language and provide examples. I try to 

create natural breaks in class to allow for these kinds of honest questions, often using oral check-

ins to make sure students are on the same page. Impromptu instruction often allows me to 

address core issues in a timely manner, especially when it comes to fundamental concepts that 

enable whole bodies of knowledge. 

I read the statement aloud, “All killing of humans is wrong. All abortion kills humans. 
Therefore, all abortion is wrong.” I assure them that this is simply an example: I am not telling 

them what I believe about abortion, or what they should believe about abortion. I simply want to 

know if the statements are logical, reasonable, rational, valid, or coherent. I want to see what we 

can learn about logic from this illustration, albeit a controversial one. Another long minute 

passes and one student pipes up, “Those are just opinions.” Others shake their heads vigorously, 

denying the statement’s rationality. A few students that are usually more careful in their 

responses, if they respond at all, begin to nod because they think it is logical, but one in the front 

row confidently says, “No, it’s not logical.” Soon enough the majority rules: these statements are 

not logical. “Why do you think that?” I ask. They interject with all the fervor they can muster, 

“Because it doesn’t define what they mean by ‘human’ or ‘wrong.’” I agree with them. I also 

stress the importance of defining their key terms in their speeches and arguments to avoid 

confusion and maintain understanding. “But is defining your terms the same as being logical?” I 

continue to probe, pointing to the board, “What about this Socrates example? You all agreed that 

those statements were logical, but they never defined ‘man’ or ‘mortal.’” The vocal participants 
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shrug and reluctantly concede, “Fair enough.” Suddenly the class is more uncertain now. Their 

pensive and squinting eyes search for the writing on the wall.  

The above experience is emblematic of why I love to teach. The special relationship 

between student and instructor provides a vitality and tension difficult to actuate elsewhere. The 

student-teacher relation at its best is not exactly friendship but neither is it hostility, not quite 

parental but not quite live-and-let-live, almost bellicose but often diplomatic, explicitly planned 

yet fraught with unpredictability. This tense but dynamic encounter not only constitutes my 

passion for teaching but also a key academic investment: arguing on both sides of the case. 

Rhetoricians since the ancient sophists grapple with this practice of contending for either side of 

an issue to develop argumentative competence, and such training enables the thinker to not only 

make their claims stronger but also to intimately understand positions differing from their own. 

My research into “politically (in)correct” speech and critical theory draws on ways of 

implementing arguments made on many sides of a given issue, questions launched in fresh 

directions, and critiques advanced in unusual quarters. More specifically I interrogate, through 

this rhetorical principle, notions of language like free speech, hate speech, and emotive 

investment in metaphors. As such, my rhetorical starting points inform my research and teaching 

philosophies. Students in my experience learn the most when they gain the ability to advocate for 

what they do not believe and thus, inadvertently, strengthen, modify, or sometimes entirely 

change what they do believe. To facilitate this process, I often find it useful to argue from a 

perspective that most students in the course do not espouse, irrespective of my personal position.  

I ask, “Wasn’t Socrates’ mortality also an opinion?” A front row student responds with, 

“So, is it all just subjective?” It’s a good question because it makes us ask whether logic is worth 

our time at all. I want to justify logical reasoning, but I don’t want to overvalue it either. I take a 
moment to think of the best illustration on hand. I happen to be projecting a document for the 

class to view, and it hits me, “It’s like Microsoft Word.” After a few quizzical expressions, I 

explain how I’m not saying logic is just subjective, or ultimately useless. I’m saying logic is a 
method, and any method will only do what it’s designed to do. Microsoft Word can check your 

spelling, check your grammar, even change the color and size and style of your words, but it 

won’t tell you what to write. It’s not that kind of program. There’s a huge gulf between writing 

and formatting. They come from different places, even though we often do them at the same 

time. A student in the back row raises their hand quickly. I nod to them and they say, “So, you’re 
saying logic and truth are separate?” and that’s when I smile and nod again. They get it, or at 
least more of them do than they did before. These statements about abortion, however much we 

may disagree or agree with them, are logical because they fit the syllogistic format, and I finish 

by saying, “But logic has nothing to say about whether your input is flawed from the start.” This 

exchange shows several practices I rely on when I teach: dialogic question and answer, leading 

students to make a conclusion on their own, making careful distinctions, and concretizing the 

abstract.  

The core of my teaching comes down to making the abstract into the concrete. I often 

find that an apt metaphor can grasp an idea and turn it into a concrete relation for students who 

otherwise feel alienated from the material. Identifying a correspondence between logic and 

Microsoft Word in my situation made the elusive nature of arguments a little more tangible. 

Without that tangibility teaching can be utterly insulated, as if speaking in a foreign language, 

reaching only the rare few at best that already know the language, or at worst teachers only 

speaking to themselves. Teaching then requires instructors and students to move constantly 

between the conceptual and the palpable and perhaps, after much toil, offer insight.  


